House of Players Proceedings
Order, order! I, the Right Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff Dr. Baskerville, do hereby call
to order this 78th meeting of the Villoux House of Players on this 30th day of March in the year of
2019. Topics of conversation for this meeting will be: department updates, staff announcements,
and closing ceremonies. At this time, all text channels will be closed. If you type into a text
channel at any time, you will be moved out of the voice channel, and will be marked absent from
this meeting. I would like to further remind all members of the House to mute their microphones.
Any voice activity coming from a member’s microphone not recognized by the House to speak
will result in you being moved out of the channel and being marked as absent from the meeting.
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Team Fortress 2 Tournament Directors –
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Minecraft Department
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Excused Absences:
The Baskerville Advisor, Madison for Work-Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, Crepim for Work-Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, Afecter for Work-Related Issues
The Baskerville Advisor, SoulSniper214 for Personal Issues
The Baskerville Assistant, Earl554 for Work-Related Issues
The System Art Designer, Vzilefreak for Time Zone Differences
The Executive System Art Designer, Cronus for Work-Related Issues
The System Coding Manager, Neonkeii for Personal Issues
The Executive System Coder, Jibram for Personal Issues
The System Press Officer, Thinkaze for School-Related Issues
The Radio Villoux DJ Manager, Biko for Personal Issues
The Executive System Press Officer, ItzGangsterHD for Presonal Issues
The TeamSpeak Operator, Ace for Technical Difficulties
The TeamSpeak Operator, Cardmaster for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator, Mazin for Work-Related Issues
The TeamSpeak Operator, Frozen_Tenticles for Time Zone Differences
The TeamSpeak Operator, Trekele for Work-Related Issues
The TeamSpeak Operative Manager, Makkapacca5 for Time Zone Differences
The Executive TeamSpeak Operator, IronRain for Work-Related Issues
The League of Legends Tournament Director, XxXdaniPRO for Time Zone Differences
The League of Legends Tournament Director, ShingekiBahamut for Internet Issues
The League of Legends Tournament Director, HeavyStryker for Work-Related Issues
The Osu! Tournament Director, Tigerseyes144 for Personal Issues
The Osu! Map Pooler, Phox for Time Zone Differences
The Team Fortress 2 Tournament Director, Professional Gibus for Personal Issues
The Team Fortress 2 Department Chairman, Angelberry for Work-Related Issues
The Minecraft Department Chairman, SargentJ5 for Work-Related Issues

Unexcused Absences:
The Baskerville Advisor, Steve
The Baskerville Advisor, Kiitycat
The Baskerville Advisor, Spazproof
The Baskerville Assistant, Cat
The Discord Operative Manager, Ssibren
The Osu! Badge Manager, Xilent
The System Press Officer, Thinkaze
The System Press Officer, Tunaboi
The System Press Officer, Markojovanovski1
The System Press Officer, PyrusHD
The System Press Officer, Discuzz
The System Press Officer, Denkinshiki
The System Press Officer, Booquifes
The System Press Officer, Jorgeswag
The Radio Villoux DJ, VSoup
The System Press Manager, LightNRG
The Realm of the Mad God Dungeon Master, ZukoTa
The League of Legends Tournament Director, Dollyy
The League of Legends Tournament Director, DeadRusher
The League of Legends Tournament Director, Blustix1
The League of Legends Tournament Director, BrentMar12345
The League of Legends Tournament Master, Heeheeexd
The League of Legends Tournament Master, ADC Is Dead
The League of Legends Tournament Master, SaltyBae
The League of Legends Department Chairman, Danthemanrs
The Osu! Tournament Director, Mehslack
The Osu! Department Chairman, DuXaaa
The Minecraft Server Head, Goldenflames15

Transition: We will begin with the department updates portion of tonight’s meeting
beginning with the system’s largest department, the Realm of the Mad God
Department.

Realm of the Mad God Update as Read by Dr. Baskerville
I will be personally delivering the Realm of the Mad God Department update this month
as the Realm of the Mad God Department Chairman, Mr. Fulfi has been granted a hiatus until the
end of April. When Mr. Fulfi’s hiatus was approved, it was my original intention to select an
acting Realm of the Mad God Department Chairman in his absence. This person would oversee
the day-to-day administration of the department alongside the Realm of the Mad God Guild Master
of the Villoux Guild and coordinate our weekly dungeon runs, though the acting Chairman would
not take Mr. Fulfi’s place on the Grand Council and would no longer be recognized once Mr. Fulfi
returns to the system.
I find my initial plan more and more challenging to implement for a variety of reasons. At
first, there was a list of several candidates I had in mind to fulfill the responsibilities of the
chairmanship, but they declined the position one-by-one for various reasons. One such user was
the former Guild Master of the Villoux Guild, Dr. Loli. In speaking with Dr. Loli I discovered he
is no longer active in-game and as such as been failing to maintain his responsibilities as Guild
Master, resulting in his resignation. Since Mr. Fulfi also currently serves as the Guild Master of
the Villoux Elite Guild, I decided it would be too challenging for an acting Department Chairman
to manage both guilds as well as coordinating dungeon runs.
Taking on the responsibilities of the chairmanship myself allows me to focus first and
foremost on finding a new Guild Master of the Villoux Guild that will bring the guild back to
Villoux standards. Specifically, it seems several of the members of the Villoux Guild are either
inactive in-game or are not on Villoux’s Discord Server, both of which are basic requirements for
membership. Once a new Guild Master is named and we begin to purge the ineligible members, I
believe the guild will have more than enough room to accommodate for as many Villouxians as
are interested in joining the guild making the Villoux Elite Guild rather obsolete for the time being.
One of the principal reasons behind forming the Villoux Elite Guild was to ensure
Villouxians were not denied entry to a system-sponsored guild because of the game’s guild
membership cap of fifty. A secondary reason the Villoux Elite Guild was formed was to ensure
the higher ranked Villouxians did not feel as if the system did not accommodate a guild capable
of their maintaining their playstyle. Though I still wish for the system to offer an elite guild, I
believe our resources are currently best served in filling the Villoux Guild’s membership and will
therefore wait until Mr. Fulfi’s return before working on reforming the Villoux Elite Guild.
The most notable success in the department this month is the hiring of the Realm of the
Mad God Dungeon Master, M. ZukoTa. Once a Guild Master of the Villoux Guild has been
announced, M. ZukoTa will work with the Guild Master to resume the weekly dungeon runs;
however, runs will be postponed until a new Guild Master is named.

Several users have made requests for Villoux to re-open the possibility of sponsoring a
private Realm of the Mad God server similar to our previous private server, Villoux’s Realm. With
all of the transitions currently underway within the department, I am afraid this is simply not a
feasible goal at the current time. Once the Villoux guilds have been reformed, dungeon runs are
back on schedule, and Mr. Fulfi has returned from his hiatus, I am not opposed to exploring this
possibility, though I believe attempting to address it beforehand would be overwhelming for the
department.
I will conclude this month’s Realm of the Mad God Department update by thanking our
Realm of the Mad God Department for its patience as we resolve these administrational changes
and encouraging any member of the House interested in leading the Villoux Guild to contact me
after today’s meeting for more information. I shall now try my best to provide answers to any of
your questions, comments, or concerns.
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the Realm of the Mad God Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the Realm of the Mad God Department, we will now move to the system’s
second largest department, the League of Legends Department. Presenting the
League of Legends Department update is the League of Legends Department
Chairman, Mr. Danthemanrs.

League of Legends Update as Read by Danthemanrs
Hey, everybody! My name is Danthemanrs and I am psyched to be joining you as your new
League of Legends Department Chairman. Though I am new to this position, I should be familiar
to many of you as an active Villouxian for several years and as the Executive Discord Operator
for a few months prior to my reassignment to League of Legends Department Chairman. I am not
the only new addition to the department’s staff this month and would like to take a moment to
recognize the users who have been hired as League of Legends Tournament Directors this month
– Mr. MosheTDD and Mr. EG Coli for Europe Nordic & East tournaments; and Mr.
CrayGirlForever, Mr. HeavyStryker, Mr. Neko Destroyer, and Mr. BrentMar12345 for North
American tournaments. I am super excited to start working with each of these new Tournament
Directors as we begin to improve the quality of our League of Legends tournaments.
On the topic of tournaments, we hosted a very successful 41st North American League of
Legends tournament this month. It was one of the largest tournaments in recent memory with
twenty different participants. The winner of the tournament was the Executive System Coder, the
honorable Sr. Jibram and boy was he worthy of that title. Sr. Jibram is a stellar support and was
instrumental in each of his team’s victories. I would like to thank my North American Tournament
Directors that assisted in preparing for this month’s tournament, Mr. Blustix1, Mr.

CrayGirlForever, Mr. Neko Destroyer, and Mr. BrentMar12345. I would also like to thank the
Executive Baskerville Assistant, Ms. Peekatchu for her assistance in getting users registered.
Finally, I would like to thank each member of the House that participated in the tournament: the
League of Legends Tournament Directors Mr. Neko Destroyer, Mr. BrentMar12345, Mr.
CrayGirlForever, and Mr. Blustix1; the Baskerville Assistant, Mr. Earl554; the Executive System
Coder, Sr. Jibram; the Executive Baskerville Assistant, Ms. Peekatchu; the Realm of the Mad God
Department Chairman, Mr. Fulfi; and the right honorable Villoux Chief of Staff, Dr. Baskerville
With the hiring of Mr. MosheTDD and Mr. EG Coli, we now have a total of four League of
Legends Tournament Directors for the Europe Nordic & East region, which I believe is enough to
begin working on hosting a tournament in that region. I will interview Mr. MosheTDD, Mr. EG
Coli, and the other two League of Legends Tournament Directors in the region, Mr. Dollyy and
Mr. XxXdaniPRO to see which of them would be best to serve as the Tournament Master for the
region and once I select one, he and I will begin working on preparations for a tournament.
Tournaments for the Europe West server are still a bit away as we currently only have two
League of Legends Tournament Directors in that region and the League of Legend Tournament
Master for EU West, Mr. ADC Is Dead has not responded to my requests for a meeting. I may
need to hire a new Tournament Master for the region and hopefully that person can help us increase
the number of the Tournament Directors to be enough to resume EU West tournaments before too
long.
Sadly, the Latin American North tournaments are not in as good of a position. My predecessor
as League of Legends Department Chairman, Ms. SimplyAshella gave the Tournament Master of
LAN, Sr. SaltyBae one month to hire new Tournament Directors for his region or make other
notable moves towards hosting a tournament. I have not heard from Sr. SaltyBae since I began
serving as acting Department Chairman, so I do not believe he has been able to achieve anything
for his region and I believe I am going to support Ms. Ashella’s recommendation for our
department to sponsor LAN tournaments, especially since Villoux’s LAN population is so small.
I am going to give Sr. SaltyBae another week or so to make improvements, but I will plan on
removing our sponsorship of the region if he fails to do so.
Finally, with all of the happenings and changes in the other regions, hosting tournaments for
our final Villoux sponsored region, Oceania, is just not on my radar right now. If I had some
support from our Oceanic Villouxians, I would totally be willing to change that position, but until
then, we’ll just put Oceania on hold. That concludes my department update and I welcome
everyone to make questions, comments, or concerns.
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the League of Legends Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the League of Legends Department, we will now move to the system’s

third largest department, the Osu! Department. Presenting the Osu! Department
update is the Executive Baskerville Assistant, Ms. Peekatchu.

Osu! Update as Read by Peekatchu
Good day, Villoux House of Players. Unfortunately, the Osu! Department Chairman, Mr.
DuXaaa became unavailable at the last minute, so I will be presenting the speech he wrote on his
behalf. As you are all aware, we have been hosting Villoux’s 2nd Osu! tournament this month, and
the finals matches are still underway. Either Mr. ChasoZeroDelta or Mr. L0rd_h3l1x will emerge
as the tournament’s champion since they are competing in Group B, the higher ranked group. To
avoid confusion in future tournaments, we are going to be merging Group A and Group B so that
we just have one, singular Osu! tournament rather than having technically two tournaments – one
lower tiered and one higher tiered. Mr. DuXaaa would like to take this time to thank his Osu!
tournament staff for organizing and referring our tournament and give special thanks to the Osu!
Map Master, Mr. Lefafel for selecting the matches and the Osu! Tournament Master, Mr. Izzy
Mizzy for coordinating referees for the matches. Mr. DuXaaa would also like to thank all the
members of the House that participated in this month’s tournament – the Osu! Tournament
Directors, Mr. Tigerseye144 and Mr. Diempyl; the Osu! Badge Manager, Mr. Xilent; and the Osu!
Tournament Master, Mr. Izzy Mizzy.
Another change is going to be made to the frequency of the tournament. Rather than
hosting one Osu! a month, we are going to be hosting one Osu! tournament every other month.
This change allows our Osu! Map Poolers more time to review and set the best maps for the
tournament and allows the System Press Department more time to advertise the tournament on the
Osu! forums. The Osu! Tournament Direction staff found it to be too difficult to constantly be oncall to referee matches, so this change will also lighten their time commitment for their position.
This means our next Osu! tournament will begin at the start of May rather than the start of April.
By delaying the tournament to once every other month, we also allow our new Osu! Badge
Artists proper time to create a community profile badge for the champion of our tournament to use
on the official Osu! forums. Mr. DuXaaa would like to thank the Osu! Tournament Director, Mr.
Tigerseye144 for proposing this idea at the last House of Players meeting and thank our System
Art Design Department for agreeing to incorporate Osu! Badge Artists into their staff. We have
already hired an Osu! Badge Manager, Mr. Xilent, who will be working on creating a badge for
the champion of our 3rd monthly Osu! tournament in May. Mr. Tigerseye’s recommendation of
creating a badge for the champion of our tournament and our ability to follow-up on his
recommendation to make it a reality is a perfect example of why these House of Players meetings
are so valuable to myself and the other system officials. Thank you all so much for your time
today, and Mr. DuXaaa hopes to see many of you participating in May’s tournament!
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the Osu! Department. If you have a question, comment, or concern, please
send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”, respectively.

Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the Osu! Department, we will now move to the system’s fourth largest
department, the Team Fortress 2 Department. Presenting the Team Fortress 2
Department update is the Team Fortress 2 Server Head, Mr. Priest of the Ogrelord.

Team Fortress 2 Update as Read by Priest of the Ogrelord
Hello, Villoux House of Players. I am pleased to present the Team Fortress 2 Department
update on behalf of our Team Fortress 2 Department Chairman, Ms. Angelberry since she could
not be here this afternoon due to other work commitments. Ms. Angelberry asked me to report
that Villoux’s Team Fortress 2 server, the Orange Low-Gravity Crit. Server, has not been
experiencing the amount of traffic we would like for the server. She plans on working more closely
with the System Press Department to explore additional avenues to advertise the server outside of
Villoux but would also like to encourage Villouxians who play TF2 to be more active on the server
as well.
An incentive to increase activity we have previously discussed is hosting monthly TF2
tournaments, something Villoux has experience in doing in the past. We have made the first step
in that process by hiring one new Team Fortress 2 Tournament Director, Mr. Professional Gibus.
Ms. Angelberry plans on working with Mr. Gibus and myself to write regulations for the
tournament and hopes to host a tournament by the end of next month. If any members of the House
have recommendations for the tournament, e.g. would you prefer general gameplay or a more
unorthodox game-style such as Pyro dodge ball, I would be very happy to hear their preferences
and report them to Ms. Angelberry. She apologizes for the brief delay this month and promises to
have much more in store for next month’s update.
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the Team Fortress 2 Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with question, comment, or concern,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the Team Fortress 2 Department, we will now move to the system’s fourth
smallest department, the Minecraft Department. Presenting the Minecraft Department
update is the Minecraft Department Chairman, Mr. SargentJ5.

Minecraft Update as Read by SargentJ5
I am proud to announce that progress has made over the course of the last month in the
Minecraft Department and we are very close to opening our server for a beta test to ensure that all
new plugins are working properly because we are using a later version of the game, version 1.13.2,
as it was a popular request from the community. The Minecraft Server Head, Ms. Goldenflames15
and I have agreed upon the name “Villoux’s Kingdoms” for the server, which will be based around

the creation of communities via survival mode. The only thing that is currently preventing us from
launching the beta test are a few additional builds and fine-tuning that need to be made by our
Minecraft Builders. I will be posting further updates in #minecraft and once the server reaches the
beta testing stage, I will post a message in #villoux_announcements. I fully expect to begin beta
testing early next month and encourage any member of the House with a premium Minecraft
account to participate in the beta test before the server is released to the public to ensure everything
is up to Villoux standards. In the meantime, I am looking forward to taking any questions,
comments, or concerns from members of the House about Villoux’s Kingdoms or the Minecraft
Department in general.
Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the Minecraft Department. If you have a question, comment, or concern,
please send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the Minecraft Department, we will now conclude the department updates
portion of today’s meeting and move to the staff announcements. Presenting the
System Press Department announcement is the Executive System Press Officer, Mr.
ItzGangsterHD.

System Press Announcement as Read by ItzGangsterHD
Good evening, Villoux House of Players. I would like to begin my System Press
announcement by congratulating Mr. LightNRG on his promotion to System Press Manager and
congratulate Mr. Biko on his promotion to Radio Villoux DJ Manager. Mr. Biko has been doing
a wonderful job hosting our weekly Radio Villoux events. Last week saw a particularly successful
event with about a dozen different users joining Radio Villoux over the course of the event. We
heard everything from classic jazz to K-pop to heavy metal and it made for a great and diverse
evening. I would like to thank the Executive Discord Operator, Mr. Wrench for being present at
the event to help with administration. I encourage all members of the House to join us next week
when Radio Villoux goes live on Friday night from 6:00 PM – 10:00 PM CST.
Our Misc. Gaming Section Manager, Mr. Deviationlark has made the decision to disband
both the Apex Legends and the Elder Scrolls Online sections after continuing inactivity from both
sections. As you may recall from the last House of Players meeting, the Apex Legends section
was without a section leader for a considerable period of time and no users stepped up to serve as
section leader, so disbanding this section made sense for an administrational perspective. Though
the Elder Scrolls Online section was led by the TeamSpeak Operative Manager, Mr. Makkapacca5,
he was unable to recruit any new users to join Villoux for the section, so it also made sense to
disband this section. However, the user, Mr. Einstein has established a Grand Theft Auto V section
with hopes of sponsoring a GTA V server. If you would like to help Mr. Einstein in creating a
Grand Theft Auto V department, please send him a message for more information. Finally, as
always, if you have a game you would like to see incorporated into a section in Villoux, please
contact our Misc. Gaming Section Manager, Mr. Deviationlark. Thank you for your time.

Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the System Press Department. If you have a question, comment, or concern,
please send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the System Press Department, we will now move to the Discord Operation
Department’s announcement.
Presenting the Discord Operation Department
announcement is the Executive Discord Operator, Mr. Wrench.

Discord Operation Announcement as Read by Wrench
Howdy, Villoux House of Players. My name is Wrench and I am excited to be joining you
as the Executive Discord Operator. I previously served for a few months as the Discord Operative
Manager, as a Discord Operator before that, and as an admin on Villoux’s Orange Low-Gravity
Crit. Team Fortress 2 server before that. The Villoux community has come to mean a lot to me
and I am glad to have made it my home.
As the Executive Discord Operator, I do have a few reminders I would like to make during
this House of Players of meeting. First, there has been an increase in conversation in
#rotmg_general about private Realm of the Mad God servers. The Lluke156 Clause of the Discord
Ordinance prohibits the discussion of other gaming communities, including private Realm of the
Mad God servers, so please ensure you refrain from discussing them in any public text channel.
My Discord Operators will delete any messages pertaining to outside communities and send the
user that posted the message a warning, but I would appreciate if we could all save time by just
not discussing exterior communities in public text channels.
Next, I would like to make a request that the Osu! Department attempts to retain users that
join Villoux’s Discord Server for our Osu! tournaments even after the tournaments have
concluded. There have recently been several Osu! users leaving the Discord server after their Osu!
matches have been played and I think it would be a good idea if we tried to do something to
incentivize them to stay in Villoux even after the tournament, especially if we are moving to only
host tournaments once every other month. Therefore, I would like to request the Osu! Department
Chairman, Mr. DuXaaa and his staff discuss ways to keep Osu! users on the Discord server after
their matches. I think promoting the other departments and their respective servers, guilds, and
tournaments is a good place to start so that the Osu! users’ connections to Villoux are not solely
based on Osu! tournaments.
Finally, and on the topic of the Osu! Department, I would like to remind everyone that
United States Central Standard Time is the official time zone of the Villoux Server System and, as
such, all events should be scheduled using US CST. It seems a lot of people having been using
UCT in #osu rather than CST, so I would encourage the Osu! Department staff to correct users
whenever they post information using the wrong time zone. I will conclude my announcement
here and thank you all for your time and continuing cooperation.

Transition: We will now open the floor to any questions, comments, or concerns in
regard to the Discord Operation Department. If you have a question, comment, or
concern, please send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”,
respectively.
Transition: Seeing as there appear to be no further questions, comments, or concerns
in regard to the Discord Operation Department, we will now conclude the staff
announcements portion of today’s meeting and move to the closing ceremonies.

Closing Ceremonies as Read by Dr. Baskerville
Good day, Villoux House of Players. I would like to start my closing ceremonies by
welcoming our new Executive Discord Operator, Mr. Wrench to the Villoux Grand Council. Mr.
Wrench has proven himself to be a respected and well-liked member of our Team Fortress 2
Department and I am confident his reputation will further on the Grand Council. The Grand
Council has recently had several additions over the course of the past few months and I am pleased
to announce the System Art Designer, Sr. Vzilefreak has completed Grand Council portraits for
our five newest members – the Minecraft Department Chairman, Mr. SargentJ5; the Team Fortress
2 Department Chairman, Ms. Angelberry; the Osu! Department Chairman, Mr. DuXaaa; the
Executive System Press Officer, Mr. ItzGangsterHD; and the Executive Baskerville Assistant, Ms.
Peekatchu. I will be unveiling their respective Grand Council portraits in the appropriate channels
next week. On behalf of the Grand Council, I would like to thank Sr. Vzilefreak for his work.
Speaking of hard-working members of the system, I would like to thank and announce this
month’s Friend of Villoux. As you know, the Friend of Villoux award is a monthly award given
to a member of Villoux’s staff that has gone above and beyond in their respective field. It gives
me great pleasure to announce this month’s Friend of Villoux is the Radio Villoux DJ Manager,
Mr. Biko, previously known as “Mr. DaNkMeM”. Mr. Biko has been doing a fabulous job in
coordinating efforts with our Radio Villoux events, even stepping up to DJ for entire events when
his staff was unavailable. Without Mr. Biko, Radio Villoux events would not have run nearly as
smoothly, successfully, and fun as they have been. Honorable mentions for this month include the
Osu! Tournament Director, Mr. Tigerseye144; the Osu! Map Master, Mr. Lefafel; and the
Baskerville Advisor Manager, Mr. Qmen. Special thanks to the Executive Baskerville Assistant,
Ms. Peekatchu for sending the House of Players reminders this month and special thanks to the
Baskerville Assistant, Mr. Tkhan for moving staff members into the House of Players voice
channel. All of these users are yet another example of the excellence that runs throughout all of
our staff, which leads me to take this opportunity to thank you – the hard-working members of
Villoux’s staff that make Villoux a system in which “excellence is your only option”.
Before concluding my closing remarks, I would like to remind members of the House the
purpose of these meetings is for our system officials to be provided an outlet through which they
can communicate ideas and concerns from all members of our staff. When members of this House
are not proactive in asking questions, making comments, or raising concerns, it defeats the purpose
of these meetings, which can otherwise prove to be invaluable to us all. In future House of Players
meeting, please do your best to take an active part in conversation during these meetings.

At this time, I will open the floor to any general questions, comments, or concerns. If you have
a question, comment, or concern that did not fit into any of our previous sessions, please feel free
to send me a private message with “question”, “comment”, or “concern”, respectively.
With that in mind and in heart, I, the Right Honorable Villoux Chief of Staff, Dr. Baskerville
do hereby adjourn this 79th meeting of the Villoux House of Players. Please return to your
appropriate channels.

